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INFORMATION REPORT 
 
REPORT TITLE: INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUSTAINABILITY 

COMMITTEE ACTION RECORDS 
ITEM NUMBER: 18 
DATE OF MEETING: 12 APRIL 2016 
AUTHOR: KELLEY JAENSCH 
JOB TITLE: EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
To provide an update to Members on information and actions arising from previous 
resolutions of the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
MOVED:     
SECONDED: 
 
The Committee recommends to Council that: 
 
1. The report and updated actions be noted. 
 
 
 
 



I&S – Outstanding Items 
 
Date Item and report title Resolution Update 
6/5/15 Item 2 

Late item - Motion of which notice has 
been given 
(Follow up in Item 17) 

1. Administration explores how Council can achieve 
through planning controls guaranteed good 
environmental outcomes such as reducing the 
urban heat island effect in the development of multi 
storey commercial buildings including design 
requirements covering energy efficiency, water 
capture and reuse and other environmental 
considerations (for example ‘green roofs’ and/or tree 
site cover). 

Environmental 
Planning Options 
report provided in 
this agenda (9 
February 2016). 
COMPLETED 

8/9/15 Item 5 
Development plan support for 
environmental sustainability 
(Follow up in Item 17) 

1. Administration redraft the report to further 
highlight the difficulties and opportunities facing 
Unley in achieving its vision of good 
environmental outcomes with development, 
including the use of specific examples. 

See above. 
COMPLETED 

3/11/15 Item 8 
Deferred Item 4 – 8 September 2015 –
Second Tier Greening 
(June 2016 Committee meeting) 

2. The Second Tier Greening initiative be strongly 
supported and its continuation as part of the 
Footpath Replacement Program be supported. 

3. A further report be prepared, taking into 
consideration the comments made by the 
Committee. 

Report and strategy 
being prepared for 
June Committee 
meeting. 

3/11/15 Item 10** 
Motion on Notice – Open and Green 
Spaces 

1. To help achieve our strategic aims of maintaining 
the current level of tree shade and  permeability 
across the City that Council ask staff to prepare a 
report on exploring the costs, benefits and 
mechanisms to encourage developments that 
achieve significant areas of green space. This will 
include the following: 

• The use of price mechanisms such as special 
rates open to Council. 

• The merits of a Green Fund or other means by 
which funds collected can be used to maintain the 

At the current time it 
is not clear when 
Administration (policy 
planning area) will 
have the in house 
capacity to produce 
such a report. If the 
committee requires 
the report to be 
produced in the near 
future, then it is 



overall extent of green cover, particularly in 
relation to the new Planning, Development and 
Infrastructure Bill. 

• The impacts of any mechanism on low-income 
members of the community. 

2. New developments impacted would include two 
for ones, extensions covering more than 50% of 
the site and removal of trees, as well as multi-
storey developments. 

suggested that 
funding be sought 
from Council to 
engage an external 
consultant for that 
purpose. It is 
suggested that a 
sum of $20 000 be 
used for budgeting 
purposes. 

8/12/15 Item 11 
City of Unley Walking and Cycling Plan 
2015-2020 – draft for consultation 
(Item 21 in April 2016 agenda) 
 

2. The Draft City of Unley Walking and Cycling Plan 
(WCP) 2015-2020 as amended be supported for 
community engagement. 

3. A report outlining the outcomes of the community 
engagement be provided to Council in early 2016. 

Community 
engagement has 
commenced (4/4/16). 
Copy of updated plan 
included as Item 21 
in April 2016 agenda. 

8/12/15 Item 12 
The Living City – Open Space Strategy 

2. The Living City – Open Space Strategy 
(Attachment 1 to Item 12/15) be endorsed and the 
community be informed that the new strategy has 
been adopted. 

Strategy to be 
launched on the 
Council website in 
April 2016. 
COMPLETED 

9/2/16 Item 17 
Motion without notice 
Environmental planning options – 
development strategy and policy 
committee 
(Items 2 and 5 – follow up) 

1.  The matter be referred to the Development 
Strategy and Policy Committee with our 
suggestion that the Council should write to the 
Minister for Planning;  

1.1. To draw his attention to the attached report, 
namely the Residential Apartments Sustainability 
Plan for the City of Sydney, asking him to refer 
the report to his department for review and to 
determine policies relevant for the development 
plan across Local Government areas throughout 
Adelaide. 

1.2. The Minister also be advised that the City of 
Unley is cooperating with the Government and 

Draft letter to be 
tabled at the next 
DSP meeting (18 
April 2016). 
COMPLETED 



other Councils to implement the Minister’s 
development plan policies. We have a vision in 
Unley for development to be sustainable but we 
understand our Council cannot proceed 
independently on this matter. However, we 
believe there are measures in this report that are 
relevant for Adelaide and should be applied 
across our City. 
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DECISION REPORT  
 
REPORT TITLE: ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 

STRATEGY 
ITEM NUMBER: 19 
DATE OF MEETING: 12 APRIL 2016 
AUTHOR: KAT RYAN 
JOB TITLE: COORDINATOR ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROJECTS & STRATEGY 
 
 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Environmental Sustainability Strategy is the lead document to guide the 
Council’s activities to achieving the Greening goals identified in the Community 
Plan 2033. The themes, objectives, indicators and targets of the Greening 
Strategy were worked through by the Infrastructure and Sustainability 
Committee at its workshop on 1 December 2015.  
 
Feedback from Committee members was integrated and the strategy has been 
developed into a final draft format. The Environmental Sustainability Strategy is 
now placed back before the committee for final review prior to Council 
endorsement and release for community engagement. 
 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
MOVED:  
SECONDED: 
 
That the Committee recommends to Council, that: 
 

1. The report be received. 
 

2. The council endorse the draft Environmental Sustainability Strategy 
(Attachment 1 to Item 19/16) for the purpose of community 
engagement 
 

3. On completion of community engagement, a further report be 
presented to the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee on the 
community feedback and staff recommended changes to the 
Environmental Sustainability Strategy. 
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3. RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES 
 

Greening is one of the four main themes in The City of Unley Community Plan 
2033 with the following strategic objectives;  

• Renowned for its lifestyle and environmental balance 
• Leaders in waste reduction 
• Functional open green space throughout the city of Unley 

 
Linked to the greening theme, the Council’s Four Year Plan 2013-2016 includes 
the development of an Environment and Sustainability Strategy (Attachment 1 
to Item 19/16) to reduce Council’s environmental impact. This is the lead 
strategy to guide the Council’s activities to achieving the Greening goals 
identified in the Community Plan 2033. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
 
The Environmental Sustainability Strategy is divided into five specific themes 
that guide our direction and inform our priorities for environmental projects.  
 

• Green Unley:  improving and maintaining Unley’s Urban Forest. 
• Waterwise Unley:  maintaining a green Unley through efficient, effective 

and sustainable water management. 
• Resilient Unley:  increasing resilience for changes in climate. 
• Resourceful Unley:  leaders in waste management through diversion, 

avoidance and re-use. 
• Energywise Unley: becoming an energy efficient and sustainable City. 

 
For each theme, one Council target and one community target has been 
defined. This reflects Council’s direct influence and its key role in supporting 
and enabling improved community outcomes for a shared responsibility.  
 
The accountability for implementing this strategy is assigned across the City of 
Unley’s resources. The primary responsibility sits with the Assets and 
Environment division through Council’s Annual Business Plan and Budget over 
the next four years. Collaborative partnering projects with other sections of 
Council, relevant organisations and community groups will be actively sourced. 
While the life of this document is four years, it is intended that it be part of an 
ongoing framework that provides for a consistent approach to match the 
commitment required to deliver our 20 Year Community Plan.  
 
Progress against these targets will be assessed annually in September and 
reported through the City of Unley’s Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee. 
As new initiatives are developed, the City of Unley can refine and improve these 
indicators, particularly for the community targets that are more challenging to 
measure at a Council-wide scale. The targets have been set based on current 
funding levels being continued. 
 
Once endorsed, a priority suite of initiatives will be developed each year to 
ensure the identified targets are being achieved. 
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5. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
 
Option 1 – The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee recommends 
to Council that the Environmental Sustainability Strategy (Attachment 1 
to Item 19/16) be received and endorsed for the purpose of community 
engagement.  
 
On completion of community engagement, a further report be presented 
to Council to endorse the final Environmental Sustainability Strategy.  
 
The themes, objectives, indicators and targets of the Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy were reviewed by the Infrastructure and 
Sustainability Committee at its workshop on 1 December 2015. 
Feedback from Committee members was integrated and the strategy has 
been developed into a final draft format ready for community 
engagement.  
 
This strategy uses a common strategic planning hierarchy of; Strategies, 
Objectives, Indicators and Targets and is consistent with Council’s Policy 
and Strategic Management framework. 
 
Option 2 – The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee considers the 
Greening Strategy (Attachment 1 to Item 19/16) and provides minor 
feedback to enable a final draft Environmental Sustainability Strategy to 
be prepared  
 
The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee recommends to Council 
that the amended report be received and endorsed for the purpose of 
community engagement 
 
On completion of community engagement, a further report be presented 
to Council to endorse the final Greening Strategy.  
 
The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee recommends Council 
release the draft Environmental Sustainability Strategy for community 
engagement, pending adoption of minor amendments. These minor 
changes can be incorporated into the version provided to Council for 
endorsement without the need to come back to Committee for further 
consideration.  

 
Option 3 – The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee note the 
Environmental Sustainability Strategy 
 
The Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee seeks further detailed 
amendments to the strategy. These changes would need to be 
considered, the Strategy amended and brought back for further 
consideration at a later stage. 
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6. RECOMMENDED OPTION 
 

Option 1 is the recommended option. 
 
 
7. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
The Greening Strategy is a key initiative from the City of Unley 4 Year Plan 
2013-16 A Community of Possibilities. 
 
8. REPORT CONSULTATION 
 
Detailed consultation has been undertaken with key internal stakeholders during 
the development of this strategy. Once endorsed the draft strategy will be 
released for community engagement. 
 
7. ATTACHMENTS 
 

• Draft Environmental Sustainability Strategy 
 
8. REPORT AUTHORISERS 
 
Name Title 
John Devine General Manager Assets and 

Environment 
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Introduction

Greening is one of the four main goals in 
The City of Unley Community Plan 2033.

Council is committed to pursuing, supporting and creating 
an environment that will sustain both current and future 
generations. This goal is shared by our community and is a 
primary objective of most governments across the world. We 
are committed to using fewer of our precious resources and 
looking for smarter ways to achieve this objective.

Our City is a great place for families, with quiet suburban 
streets and a supportive community – but this must be 
balanced against the need for more housing choices, 
increased density of living and commercial growth on our 
main streets. 

Conservation, pollution remediation and environmental 
sustainability are growing concerns for both the residential 
and business sectors, particularly in the areas of open spaces, 
parks and reserves; watercourses and underground water; 
soil; air; noise; waste management and recycling. 

The Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2016-2020 is the 
lead strategy to guide the Council’s efforts implementing 
the Greening goals identified in the Community Plan 2033. 
The strategy is divided into five key themes that guide our 
direction and inform our priorities for environmental projects;

 GREEN UNLEY
improving and maintaining Unley’s 
Urban Forest

 WATERWISE UNLEY
maintaining a green Unley through efficient, 
effective and sustainable water management 

 RESILIENT UNLEY
increasing resilience for changes 
in climate

 RESOURCEFUL UNLEY
leaders in waste management through 
diversion, avoidance and re-use

 ENERGYWISE UNLEY
becoming an energy efficient 
and sustainable City

For each theme, one Council target and one community target 
has been defined. This reflects Council’s direct influence and 
its key role in supporting and enabling improved community 
outcomes for a shared responsibility. 

City of Unley staff developed this strategy, with input from 
the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee, external 
stakeholders and our community. 

This document outlines the key objectives and targets for 
each of the five environmental themes and includes some of 
the specific initiatives which have already been identified.
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Summary of Achievements

While planning for continuous improvement, 
it is important to reflect and acknowledge past 

achievements and established initiatives.

This document builds on the significant works already 
undertaken and underway within the City of Unley. 
Environmental projects implemented in recent years include: 

 GREEN
115 artificial habitat boxes installed since 2009 for 
birds, possums and micro bats. 

Commencing in 2014, as part of footpath 
replacement program, Council encouraged residents 
to take up an offer of loam to replace existing 
dolomite on their verges. 

Since 2011, the planting of community fruit tree 
orchards in Morrie Harrell, Fullarton and Henry 
Codd Reserves 

 WATERWISE
The installation in 2015 of rain gardens in Randolph 
Ave to improve the quality of stormwater from 
our streets before it travels to our local creeks and 
the sea.

The capturing of water in verges and street kerbs 
with TreeNet Inlet system, to help supply water to 
both the street trees and understory plants. 

In 2013 a Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) was 
built in Heywood Park to harvest up to 60 megalitres 
of stormwater for use at Heywood Park and 
distribution to other parks including Orphanage Park. 

 RESOURCEFUL
The installation in 2015 of dual recycling bins in 
key parks and reserves including Unley Oval. 

Since 2013 Council offices and community centres 
improved to three bin recycling system using 
colour coded Ecobins. 

Information and education campaigns for 
residents to use recycling options to full potential 
including “all food scraps are good to go” and 
“take the pledge”.

 RESILIENT
The construction in 2015 of Ridge Park Dam as 
a key aspect for flood mitigation for Brown Hill 
Keswick Creek. The dam has the dual role of 
stormwater detention during large storm events 
and winter harvesting for irrigation purposes on 
Council reserves in summer. 

 ENERGYWISE
Energy consumption reduction by 26 per cent in 
2011, the equivalent to 158 tonnes greenhouse gas 
savings, at the Unley Civic Centre and Town Hall 
through a Building Management System upgrade 

In 2015, 10kW solar panels were installed at the 
Unley Swimming Centre to increase our use of 
renewable energy sources.
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Shared Responsibility

Creating a more environmentally sustainable 
City of Unley is achievable through the whole 

City’s involvement.

The Council is taking direct action to create change through 
initiatives such as installing solar panels on Council owned 
property and incorporating Water Sensitive Urban Design 
(WSUD) into infrastructure development. Many opportunities 
for environmental improvement rely on Council/community 
partnerships where Council can provide a service enabling the 
community. For example, Council provides a range of recycling 
services (bins, collection and education) and the community 
participates by using the service to its full potential. 

Council can also seek to encourage community behaviour 
change through providing information, guidance and financial 
incentives. 

To reflect this shared responsibility, each key objective in 
the strategy will have one Council target and one community 
target (see Fig 1).

FIGURE 1
 Dual community & Council targets 

working to a common objective
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Strategic Context

The City of Unley Community Plan 2033 
provides an opportunity to identify, reflect on 
and envision the priorities for our City over 

the next 20 years.

The “A Community of Possibilities” initiative asked our 
community to think about smart and creative ideas that the 
City of Unley could potentially incorporate into the Plan.

Over six weeks in June and July 2012, 1,200 people provide 
their ideas to “A Community of Possibilities”. This was the 
Council’s largest ever community engagement initiative to 
date. Four main themes emerged about inspirational and 
innovative differences we could bring to our City: 

EMERGING 
new activities and technologies that would support 
our business and residential communities

LIVING
reflecting issues of culture, diversity and lifestyle

MOVING
concerning accessibility and transport, and

GREENING
covering concerns about environmental initiatives 
and sustainability.

This Environmental Sustainability Strategy is focussed on 
implementing the Greening goal of the 2033 Plan. Figure 2 
(page 13) illustrates how the Strategy is envisaged in a 
strategic context. While not intending to be a complete 
representation of all existing and planned lead strategies, 
supporting strategies, programs and projects, the diagram 
shows how this lead Strategy seeks to provide direction to 
these other relevant initiatives. It is also acknowledged that 
there are numerous cross-connections and integration across 
the range of initiatives that are undertaken by Council.
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FIGURE 2
Strategic Context
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Vision & Pathways to 
an Environmentally 

Sustainable City
The development of this document follows the strategic 
direction set by the Community Plan 2033 with a particular 
focus on achieving Goal 4: Greening Our Path to a 
Sustainable City.

The Greening goal aims for the City of Unley to be renowned 
for its lifestyle and environmental balance, leaders in waste 
management and functional open green space throughout. 

Five key themes have been identified for achieving the 
Greening goal:

GREEN 
UNLEY

WATERWISE 
UNLEY

RESILIENT 
UNLEY

RESOURCEFUL 
UNLEY

ENERGYWISE 
UNLEY

We acknowledge that environmental systems are intrinsically 
linked and there is overlap between the themes, however 
these themes classify the work into manageable sections to 
focus our efforts. For example, a project capturing stormwater 
to water street trees would fall under the Waterwise 
theme, but would also be contributing to aims within Green, 
Resilient, Resourceful and indeed broader community 
liveability and economic factors. 

Implementation
The accountability for implementing this strategy is 
assigned across the City of Unley’s resources. The primary 
responsibility sits with the Assets and Environment division 
through Council’s Annual Business Plan and Budget over the 
next four years. Collaborative partnering projects with other 
sections of Council, relevant organisations and community 
groups will be actively sourced. 

The strategic directions will be progressed through Council’s 
Annual Business Plan and Budget over the next four years. 
While the life of this document is four years, it is intended 
that it be part of an ongoing framework that provides for 
a consistent approach to match the ongoing commitment 
required to deliver our 20 Year Community Plan. 

Measuring Progress
The City of Unley is committed to an evidence based approach 
to environmental management and has developed a number 
of indicators and targets to measure success over time within 
each of the five themes. Each theme considers both a Council 
and community target as outlined in the Shared Responsibility 
section on page 10. These are not comprehensive to ensure 
effort is concentrated on implementation and not data 
capture, but will provide a good indication of progress against 
the key objectives. Progress will be assessed annually 
in September and reported through the City of Unley’s 
Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee.

As new initiatives are developed, the City of Unley can 
refine and improve these indicators, particularly for the 
community targets that are more challenging to measure at a 
Council-wide scale.
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Green Unley
OBJECTIVE

Improving and maintaining 
Unley’s Urban Forest

COUNCIL TARGET

Maintain the City’s tree canopy cover 
at 25 per cent

COMMUNITY TARGET

By 2020, 400 street verges converted from 
dolomite to loam and planted

The City of Unley is an urban environment noted for its 
tree-lined streets, parks and private gardens. The protection 
of Unley’s trees and street trees is particularly important to 
mitigating the impacts of climate, the urban heat island effect 
and a range of other benefits. This work is guided in detail by 
the City of Unley Tree Strategy. 

There is also an excellent opportunity to encourage more of 
the verges to be planted. Most are currently dolomite which 
is not water permeable. If these are replaced with loam and 
low plantings or with lawn maintained by the residents, it will 
help improve soil moisture, reflected heat and add to the cool, 
green feel of the City. 

While the key targets for the next four years focuses on trees 
and improving the greening of our streetscapes, ongoing work 
in parks, reserves, residential gardens and the encouragement 
of local food production is still very significant and ongoing.

Key initiatives that fall under this theme include;

• Trees 

• Habitat boxes 

• Verge gardening by residents

• Biodiversity native plantings

• Maintenance of parks and open space

• Encouragement of private plantings

• Food security including encouraging local food production

• Community gardens
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Waterwise Unley
OBJECTIVE

Maintaining a green Unley through efficient, 
effective and sustainable water management 

COUNCIL TARGET

Minimum 40 streets with stormwater 
improvements by 2020

COMMUNITY TARGETS

Inform and educate residents on water 
saving measures in conjunction with 

relevant authorities

The City of Unley is committed to have water sensitive 
urban design as a feature and reducing its dependency on 
mains water, while also maintaining its parks, reserves and 
street trees. 

There has been excellent progress in recent years to 
waterproof the City, by providing recycled water options 
to most of its parks and reserves through the Glenelg to 
Adelaide Parklands Recycled Water Project (GAP) and 
Managed Aquifer Recharge schemes (MAR). While efforts 
will continue on water efficiency to parks and reserves, the 
focus for improvement for the next four years will be on 
the streetscapes through stormwater capture and reuse. 

There are also a range of Waterwise actions that residents 
can take such as installing rainwater tanks, selecting 
water wise plants, mulch and wicking beds, and the time 
of day gardens are watered. 

Key initiatives that fall under this theme include;

• Water Sensitive Urban Design (for example, diversions 
for watering street trees, bio swales, rain gardens, 
permeable surfaces)

• Continue expansion of MAR and GAP networks and the 
use of their recycled water

• Information for residents – reducing water use, planting 
water wise plants 

• Council water use

• Waterproofing parks and gardens
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Resilient Unley
OBJECTIVE

Increasing resilience to changes in climate

COUNCIL TARGET

Continue to improve and increase our green 
space. By 2020, create a minimum of three 
new spaces, which can include vertical and 

rooftop gardens

COMMUNITY TARGET

By 2020, educate and enable working with 
relevant authorities. Present a minimum 2 
information sessions on Resilient East and 

positive actions residents can take

The City of Unley has partnered with the other Eastern 
Region Alliance (ERA) Councils and Adelaide City Council 
to develop a Climate Change Adaptation Plan for the 
eastern region called Resilient East. The plan outlines key 
vulnerabilities to climate change across the eastern region 
and a range of adaptation decision making and planning 
options at a regional and individual Council level.

Currently at draft stage, Resilient East provides a number 
of preferred options for the eastern region to adapt 
to the impacts of climate change. Once finalised, the 
implementation of aspects relevant to Unley will be decided. 
However many of the proposed actions already align with 
objectives in this strategy. City of Unley already incorporates 
environmental considerations and opportunities into all its 
capital renewal planning. 

Initially the targets for this theme have been set around 
increasing vegetation (or green infrastructure) to help lower 
the overall temperature of our City. These can include 
vertical and rooftop gardens. See Figure 3 (page 22) which 
shows how new spaces can be found while also increasing 
housing density. 

Key initiatives that fall under this theme include;

• Implement Resilient East

• Innovate/new ideas

• Heatwave management

• Urban heat island effect

• Green infrastructure

• Flood management (Brown Hill Keswick Creek)

• Building strategies
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FIGURE 3
Increase Open Space while Increasing 

Housing Density, (Graeme Hopkins, Living 
Architecture Presentation, Sept 2015).

Vegetation and biomass 
before any residential 
building development

Traditional residential 
development of single 
dwelling gives 25-30% 
of original vegetation

Tilt up backyard into living 
wall retains same amount 
of vegetation and bio-mass 
but reduced area

Use vacant space for extra 
dwellings with green roofs 
resulting in more vegetation 
than original and higher 
number of dwellings
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Resourceful Unley
OBJECTIVE

Leaders in waste management, through 
diversion, avoidance and re-use

COUNCIL TARGET

By 2020, divert 75 per cent of material from 
Council facilities and events from landfill 

COMMUNITY TARGET

By 2020, divert 70 per cent of residential 
material presented at kerbside from landfill 

(54 per cent in 2015)

The City of Unley is committed to reducing waste, from 
both its own operations and the community, and to the 
management of waste in a sustainable manner. Council 
offers several options for recycling and waste disposal 
including kerbside collections, hard rubbish collections and 
a range of other services and education programs to support 
our community.

This work is guided by the Waste Management Strategy 
2013-2017 which includes activities to provide innovative 
and responsive waste management practices that promote 
recycling and reduce waste. It incorporates best management 
practices to manage the waste collected by Council. Efficient 
use and management of our other resources like water and 
energy are also important but come under other themes. 

The waste management sector is continuing to improve 
and innovate, so it is important that the City of Unley 
works closely with industry to adopt current thinking and 
technology, and that we educate our community on new 
options as they arise. 

Key initiatives that fall under this theme include;

• Domestic Waste – education, re-use, organics, 
hard rubbish

• Commercial Waste – organics, recycle construction

• Council leader in waste management – alternate 
recycling, operations, our usage
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Energywise Unley
OBJECTIVE

Becoming an energy efficient 
and sustainable City

COUNCIL TARGET

By 2020, reduce total use of grid-based 
energy by 5 per cent

COMMUNITY TARGET

By 2020, educate and enable the community 
to increase energy efficiency. Increase the 

percentage of residential buildings with solar 
panels to 35 per cent (21 per cent in 2015)

Our modern Australian lifestyle is very energy intensive. 
We have become high electricity users. Our homes, which 
are now larger, commonly contain air-conditioning and 
many electrical appliances which rely heavily on fossil fuels 
that contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. Electricity 
prices have increased over the last few years, resulting in 
increased operation expenses.

There are ranges of old fashioned and improved technology 
steps we can take to reduce our energy usage. Renewable 
energy technologies such as solar and wind are clean 
sources of energy that have a much lower environmental 
impact than conventional energy technologies and their 
costs have been declining. 

By combining reduction of energy usage with uptake 
of renewable sources, we can make a big difference in 
reducing electricity consumption, reduce carbon footprint, 
contribute to climate change mitigation and reduce risk 
against future electricity price rises. 

Key initiatives that may fall under this theme include;

• Renewable energy (solar, wind, battery storage)

• LED lighting

• Improving energy efficiency of buildings
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Summary of 
Objectives & Targets

OBJECTIVE COUNCIL TARGET COMMUNITY TARGET

GREEN 
UNLEY

Improving and maintaining 
Unley’s Urban Forest

Maintain minimum canopy 
cover of 25 per cent 

By 2020, 400 verges 
converted from dolomite 
to loam and plants

WATERWISE 
UNLEY

Maintaining a green Unley 
through efficient and 
effective and sustainable 
water management

Minimum 40 streets with 
stormwater improvements 
by 2020

Inform and educate 
residents on water saving 
measures in conjunction 
with relevant authorities

RESILIENT 
UNLEY

Increasing resilience for 
changes in climate

Continue to improve and 
increase our green space. 
By 2020, create a minimum 
3 new spaces (includes 
vertical).

By 2020, present a 
minimum of 2 information 
sessions on Resilient East 
and positive actions that 
residents can take

RESOURCEFUL 
UNLEY

Leaders in waste 
management through 
diversion, avoidance 
and re-use

By 2020, Council facilities 
and events diversion from 
landfill 75 per cent

By 2020, divert 70 per cent 
of residential material 
presented at kerbside 
from landfill

ENERGYWISE 
UNLEY

Becoming an 
energy efficient and 
sustainable City

By 2020, reduce total use 
of grid based energy by 
5 per cent

By 2020, educate and 
enable the community to 
increase energy efficiency. 
Increase the percentage of 
residential buildings with 
solar panels to 35 per cent. 
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Further Reading
Active Aging Strategy. 

City of Unley (2015). unley.sa.gov.au

Blueprint 2013 - Stormwater Management in a Water Sensitive City. 
Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for Water Sensitive Cities (2013). 

ISBN 978-1-921912-02-3. watersensitivecities.org.au

Community Plan 2033 – A Community of Possibilities. 
City of Unley (2013). unley.sa.gov.au

(draft) Resilient East – Regional Climate Change Adaptation Plan. 
URPS for the Eastern Region in association with the Government of South 

Australia and the Australian Government (2015) 

The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. 
Government of South Australia (2010). ISBN 978-0-7590-0114-5. 

plan4adelaide.sa.gov.au

Tree Strategy. 
City of Unley (2015). unley.sa.gov.au

Urban Heat Island Report: Decision principles for the selection and 
placement of Green Infrastructure. 

Victorian Centre for Climate Change Adaptation Research (2013). vcccar.org.au

Waste Management Strategy. 
City of Unley (2013). unley.sa.gov.au

Living Well: Regional Plan for Health and Wellbeing for Cities of 
Unley and Mitcham. 

Healthy Environs (2014). unley.sa.gov.au
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(This is page 6 of the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee Agenda for 12 April 2016) 

DECISION REPORT  
 
REPORT TITLE: BICYCLE TRANSPORT CORRIDOR ACTIONS  
ITEM NUMBER: 20 
DATE OF MEETING: 12 APRIL 2016 
AUTHOR: SATYEN GANDHI 
JOB TITLE: MANAGER TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
To provide an update on actions arising from the Bike Routes Safety Audit 
(done by Infraplan) and requested actions from Unley Bicycle Users’ Group 
(UBUG) 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Committee recommends to Council that: 
 

1. The report be received. 
 

2. The initiatives detailed in Attachments 1 and 2 (to Item 20/16) be 
supported. 

 
3. The actions detailed in Attachment 3 (to Item 20/16) be supported as 

priorities. 
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1. RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES 
 

• Community Plan 2033 
- An integrated, accessible and pedestrian-friendly City 
-    Alternative travel option 

 
2. DISCUSSION 
 
The city of Unley is dedicated to encouraging cycling through the provision of 
safe and accessible cycling routes and supporting cycling initiatives. In recent 
months, the City of Unley has established the Walking and Cycling Plan; a 
strategy to direct future infrastructure and civil works to accommodate a 
comfortable environment for active transport.  
 
Alongside the Walking and Cycling Plan, an audit of the current cycling routes 
was conducted. This was in response to a motion endorsed at the December 
2014 Council meeting which was detailed as follows: 

 
Council carries out an audit of Unley’s cycling transport routes considering both 
safety and utility as a transport corridor. The audit should consider priority when 
cycling transport routes cross garage entrances or dead end streets. 
 
Following this Council motion, Administration applied for Department Planning 
Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) grant to undertake the work as the above 
project was not a budgeted initiative. Council was successful in receiving the 
grant funding (June 2015) and the audits were completed by November 2015.   
 
Council subsequently engaged Infraplan Pty Ltd (Infraplan) to undertake the 
work. The site inspections of the cycle corridors focussed on all aspects of 
cyclist safety, including but not limited to: route identification, path condition 
(maintenance items, width of path), signage, markings, ramps, access, sight 
distance, obstructions (permanent obstructions such as squeeze points & 
temporary obstructions such as debris and parked vehicles) and alignment.  
Refer to Attachment 1 (Item 20/16) for the full report on the inspections. 

Attachment 1 
 
In August 2015, the Unley Bicycle Users’ Group (UBUG) was invited to provide 
a list of requests (Attachment 2 to Item 20/16) for Council to consider for 
implementation. The list was based on the observations and experiences of 
members of UBUG and provided a prioritisation of the requests based upon 
UBUG’s determination of urgency and ease of implementation. 

Attachment 2 
 
There are a number of common items between the actions that came out of the 
Infraplan audits and the UBUG list of requests. Attachment 3 (Item 20/16) 
shows the list of actions that have synergies between abovementioned lists. 
Therefore, the actions listed in Attachment 3 have been prioritised to be 
undertaken in financial year 15/16. 

Attachment 3 
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In the current financial year (2015/16), Council has allocated a sum of $20k for 
‘effective and safer Unley bicycle corridor’. This budget will be used to fund the 
aforementioned list of actions as outlined in the Attachment 3 of this report. The 
works are planned to be undertaken by end of June 2016. 
 
Between Attachments 1 and 2, there are initiatives and recommendations that 
were not prioritised into Attachment 3 for immediate action. This is due to some 
of the initiatives already being addressed by council projects and the Walking 
and Cycling Plan. It is the intention that all initiatives raised in both Attachment 1 
and 2 are to be addressed for further consideration in the near future.  
 
 
 



City of Unley Cycling and Walking Plan 2015 
Site Inspection Report September 2015 
InfraPlan Pty Ltd 
 

Cycle Route Site Inspections 
Route: Glen Osmond Creek Shared Path

 

The Glen Osmond Creek Shared Path is an enjoyable east-west route that links the Windsor Street walking trail to King William Road.  At Unley 
Road there is a safe signalised crossing, but no crossing is provided at King William Road. The path has several names ie, Charles Walk, Culvert 
Street, Glen Osmond Creek trails, and therefore its identification and destinations are not intuitive. Wayfinding would be improved if the route 
is named and signed consistently at each point of access (eg, Unley East-West Bikeway). Additional improvements include better lighting, 
signage, access points and priority at driveway crossings.  The path terminates at the Council Depot carpark with some confusing signage and 
then terminates at King William Road without a safe crossing point.   
The path has potential for a direct extension to link to the Mike Turtur Bikeway via a new path along Simpson Parade, Trevalyn Street and 
Bendall Avenue.     

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Site Inspection Report September 2015 
InfraPlan Pty Ltd 
 
 

Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 
Windsor Street / Marion Street  

 

• Poor identification that 
shared path route exists  

• Poor ramp access/egress 

• Signage to identify route 
name and destination 

• Upgrade access from road 
to shared path 
 

High 

Windsor Street  

 

• Windsor Street Linear 
Reserve is not wide enough 
for a shared path.  This is a 
lost opportunity to continue 
the shared path further. ‘No 
bicycles’ signs are installed 
at every access point to 
path.   

• Increase path width to 3 
metres at time of next 
path upgrade 

 

Numerous locations 
throughout 

 

• Lifted, uneven surface 
 

• Upgrade surface  

 

Medium 
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Exit to Marion Street 

 

• Poor path and ramp access 
to 90 degree bend in road 
with pavement bar island 
around bend 

• Review traffic speed and 
sight distance around 
bend.  Improve access into 
path from all directions. 

• Install hand rails  

Medium 

Numerous locations 

 

Give-Way sign is sized & located 
for roadways (R1-2A - 750mm 
high), instead of paths 

Replace sign with small size 
(375mm high) and locate at 
lower height for visibility for 
cyclists 

Low 

Numerous locations 

 

• Worn pavement markings  
 

Upgrade pavement marking Medium 

Numerous locations 

 

• Longitudinal cracking Repair / replace pavement High 
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Numerous locations 

 

• Edge deterioration Monitor and repair as 
required 

medium 

Access to/from Maud Street 

 

Narrow path, not signed for 
cyclists 

Upgrade to shared path High 

Near Henry Codd Reserve 

 

• Bin close to edge of path, 
dark colour 

Ensure all furniture is at least 
300mm from edge of path and 
easily visible at night (eg, light 
colour, retro-reflective tape, 
hazard marker as required) 

High 

Just north of Maud Street 

 

• Poor sight distance at bend Review feasibility to cut-back 
fence alignment for sight 
distance 

Low 
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Pedestrian/cyclist link from 
Leister Hotel car park 

 

 

• Poor sight distance to 
pedestrians/cyclists from 
carpark  

• Poor give way sign – likely 
ignored 

• Consider slatted wooden 
fence that allows visibility 
through 

• Paint surface of path to 
alert cyclists of crossing 

• Remove Give Way sign & 
consider custom sign (ie, 
watch for cyclists) 

High 

Numerous locations 

 

• Overgrown foliage Review maintenance 
procedures to ensure path is 
clear 

Mediumn 

Crossing at George Street 

 

• Incorrect GW sign 
• Narrow kerb ramp 

• Replace GW sign with 
small size (375mm high) 
and locate at lower height 
for visibility for cyclists 

• Increase kerb ramp to full 
width of shared path 

Medium 

Numerous locations at road 
crossings 

 

• End sign not required as 
path continues over road 
crossing  

 

• Remove shared path and 
end sign 

Low 
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Rugby/Porter 

 

 

• Wall possible hazard, 
particularly in low-light 
conditions 

• Install reflective 
delineation marker on wall 

 

Driveway across path to 
meals on wheels (and similar 
driveway crossings in this 
path section) 

  

• Path end sign not required  
• Give way sign size incorrect 
• Is priority correct ? 
 

 

• Replace GW sign with 
small size 

• Remove path end sign 
• Concept design required 

to upgrade these driveway 
crossings. Assess priority 
on a case-by-case basis -
consider changing priority 
so that vehicles give way 
to bikes.  

• Consider pavement 
messages / coloured 
pavement to alert 
cyclists/motorists of 
crossing 

Medium 

Culvert Street 

 

 

• Low concrete walls • Add edge line and 
reflective paint increase 
clearance to, and visibility 
of walls 

 

High 
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Site Inspection Report September 2015 
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• Sharp bends and corner 
hazards 

• Poor lighting  

• Remove corners and 
reconstruct as curved radii 
with reflective paint 

High 

Just east of Unley Road  

(and numerous locations) 

 

 

• Signs and light poles within 
path 

• Paint approach edgelines 
around objects to increase 
visibility. Install edge 
delineator sign to light 
pole 

High 

Through Council Depot 

 

 

• Bollard in centre of path 
creates squeeze point 

• Edge of metal cage 

 

• Assess requirement for 
bollard.  Remove if 
possible. If not, install 
approach linemarking as 
per Austroads. 

• Install pavement shared 
path logos 

• Install edge delineator 
sign on corner of metal 
cage 

High 

 

 

• Confusing signs. End sign on 
RHS and path sign on LHS 

 

• Remove end sign 
• Install pavement logos 

Medium 
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Site Inspection Report September 2015 
InfraPlan Pty Ltd 
 

 

 

 

• Path access via Council 
Depot carpark. Signed as 
Shared Zone at King William 
Road end only. 

• Mark shared path through 
carpark to alert motorists 
of the potential presence 
of cyclists and pedestrians 

• Review legality of Shared 
Zone and ensure 
consistent signage at both 
ends of car park 
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Site Inspection Report September 2015 
InfraPlan Pty Ltd 
 

Route: Weller Street / Wood Street / Victoria Avenue

 

This north-south route extends from Cross Road to the Mike Turtur Bikeway and is a parallel, alternative route to busy King William Road. 
North of Northgate Street, the route follows streets with low traffic volumes, but Northgate Street and Victoria Avenue carry around 9,000 
vehicles per day, are signed at 50km/h and are bus routes. Therefore, Victoria Avenue and Northgate Street require cyclist separation to 
comply with Australian Guidelines and provide a better level of comfort for cyclists.    This route would be significantly improved if either 
bicycle lanes were installed in Victoria Avenue and Northgate Street or an alternative route is provided for cyclists who feel intimidated riding 
in traffic.   

The one-way slow points in Wood Street and Weller Street aim to reduce traffic speed but observations found that the low traffic volumes 
allowed motorists to track in the centre of the road avoiding any need to slow down to deflect horizontally.  Therefore, the slow points create 
a narrow squeeze points for cyclists.  Council has informed us that approximately 40% of traffic on this route is ‘through’ traffic avoiding King 
William Road.  Parallel Slow Points are found to be effective only if traffic volumes force vehicles to give way to each other.  Otherwise, a 
raised platform at the slow point is also required or the slow points need to be angled to force the horizontal manoeuvre. 
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Site Inspection Report September 2015 
InfraPlan Pty Ltd 
 
This route is ideal for a north-south bicycle boulevard (similar to Rugby/Porter), and therefore through traffic should be dissuaded, without 
significantly impacting on local residents.  The existing slow points should be replaced with another form of traffic calming that slows traffic 
down (eg, angled slow points or raised, parallel slow points), and must include a cyclist cut-through.  Traffic diversion should also be 
considered to remove any unnecessary through traffic back onto King William Road. 

Some signage exists, but it is not complete or intuitive. Increased directional and destination signage together with Sharrow line-marking 
would raise the status and usage of this route. 

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 

Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 
Entire north-south Route  • Victoria Ave carries high 

traffic volume and is a bus 
route 

• Poor wayfinding signage  

• Consider bicycle lanes on 
Victoria Avenue or find 
alternative route (eg 
Whister Ave and Heywood 
Park) 

• Route signage strategy 
required. Name route (eg, 
Unley Park to City Route, 
and provide signage at 
each turn) 

• Install sharrows for entire 
north-south route 

High 

Weller St  

 

• Rough uneven surface from 
patching 

• Debris on road 
 

• Resurface roadway  High 
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• Redundant BikeDirect 
signage 

• Remove all BikeDirect 
signage 

High 

Weller St / Mitchell St 
junction 
 

 

• Wide open crossing 
 

• Review safety of road 
crossing. Note: Road 
humps create slow traffic 
on Mitchell Street but 
delineation for cyclists is 
required 

High 

Wood St, near Wooldridge St 
 

 

• One lane slow point 
• Squeeze point for cyclists 
• Low traffic volume means 

vehicles don’t need to slow 
down 

• Review street for new 
traffic calming/diversion 
devices 
 

High 

Corner of Wood St and  
Hatherley Ave 

 

• Sign to Hawthorn & 
Westbourne Park 

New signage strategy required High 
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Corner of Northgate St and 
Victoria Ave  

 

 

• Right turn into Victoria Ave 
across high volume traffic 
volumes in Northgate St 

• Install cyclist refuge  
• Install bicycle lanes in 

section of Northgate 
Street  

High 

Victoria Ave  

 

 

• Bus route 
• High volumes of traffic – 

separation required 
• Debris on street 

• Review route and either 
install bicycle lanes in 
Victoria Avenue or choose 
an alternative route 

• Review maintenance 
program and remove tree 
debris more regularly  

High 

Victoria Ave 

 

• No space for cyclists near 
Cross Rd 

• See notes above High 
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Route: Duthy Street 

 

Duthy Street is a direct north-south collector route for motor vehicles (including buses), and cyclists.  The speed limit is 50km/h and the traffic 
volumes are in the order of 12,000 vehicles per day.  Bicycle Car Parking Lanes exist but there is scope to improve this facility by strengthening 
the separation of cyclists with buffer zones between car door opening and also moving traffic, as well as green coloured pavement at busy 
road junctions.  

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 

Duthy Street bicycle lanes - 
general  • Bicycle lanes installed to 

basic standard only 
• Reallocate lanes to include 

buffer zones and increase 
separation  

 

Medium 
(next time 
linemarking
is 
programme
d) 

Duthy Street bicycle lanes at 
busy road junctions and other 
hazardous locations (eg, 
traffic crossing to auxiliary 
lanes) 

 

• Potentially hazardous for 
cyclists due to vehicles 
crossing cycle lane 

• Install green coloured 
sections of road pavement 
at busy road junctions 

High 

Between Cross Road and 
Malvern Avenue 

 

 
 

• See above • See above  

Near corner of Eton St 

 

• Note transition from 
exclusive bicycle lane to 
bicycle car parking lane 

• Faded bicycle logo 

• Re-mark logos at locations 
where vehicle traffic 
causes additional wear 

High 
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Entire length 

 

• No buffer between car 
doors opening and bicycle 
lane 

• Install chevron linemarked 
buffer zone between car 
parks and bike lane 

High 

Duthy / George Street bend 

 

• One-way bicycle path 
around bend – safer 
alternative that on-road 

• Logos are worn and faded 
(several locations) 

• Re-mark bicycle logos 
where required 

Medium 

 

 

• Horizontal cracking and 
lifting of path 

• Assess surface and repair 
cracking where required 

High 

 

 

• Horizontal cracking and 
lifting of path 

• Assess surface and repair 
cracking where required 

High 
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• Uneven surface, cracking 
and edge deterioration 

• Repair cracking Medium 

George St / Maud St 

 

• Edge deterioration • Assess and Repair High 
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Route: Wattle Street /Park Street /Mitchell Street

 

This route is a direct east-west route between Glen Osmond Road and Goodwood Road and ideally located for cross-city commuting. The high 
traffic volumes (upto 7,000) and speeds (upto 54km/h toward Glen Osmond Road) require separation between cyclists and traffic.  As there is 
insufficient carriageway width to fit bicycle lanes as well as keep the existing on-street parking, cyclists are squeezed between car doors 
opening and moving traffic.   

In the long term, when the road is due for reconstruction and the trees are near the end of their life, a full-street street-scaping design that 
includes cycling is recommended.  Until that time, an interim concept is required that gains more space for cyclists.   

There are some busy retail/commercial driveways along the route where there could be potential conflict between vehicles turning in and 
straight-through riders.  These driveways require attention to reduce potential conflict.  When formal bicycle lanes are installed, green 
coloured sections are recommended at these locations.  

The roundabout at the intersection of Wattle Street and Cambridge Street has experienced 1 cyclist collision per year for the last 5 years and it 
is recommended that the roundabout be modified to a radial design instead of a tangential design. 
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Traffic is calmed along Park Street (west of Cambridge Street) and all of Mitchell Street with road humps, which are successfully moderating 
the traffic speed to around 40km/h.   

Mitchell Street carries 5,500 vehicles per day and terminates at the hazardous junction of Goodwood Road, with no safe crossing facility. 
Therefore, an alternative route is put forward that directs east-west cyclists to Angus Street, via Weller Street. Angus Street is located close to 
a PAC on Goodwood Road and a short section of shared path on the Goodwood Road footpath would facilitate safe access to this crossing.  
Furthermore, this route could be extended with a section of shared path on the west side of Goodwood Road to link safely to Victoria Street 
and on to the Marino Rocks Greenway or the Mike Turtur Bikeway.  Refer to Cycling and Walking Plan for this alternative route concept. 

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 

Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 
Wattle St, Between Glen 
Osmond and Fullarton Road 

 

• Entry from Glen Osmond 
Road – wide entry to 
squeeze point marked with 
chevron marking 

•  

• Assess if bicycle lane can 
replace chevron 

medium 

 

 

• Protuberances at junctions 
• Easy to speed (motor car). 
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• Edge line is 3.1 to 3.5m 
from kerb provides wide 
parking lane and some 
space for cyclists.  (but not 
wide enough to comply 
with Standards for 
Bicycle/Car Parking Lane).   

• Location of trees varies and 
forms narrower squeeze 
points for cyclists  

• Cyclists ride close to 
vehicles and car dooring 
potential  

• Bollards need review. 
• Trees in road / Parking bay 

• Low to medium parking 
demand, and every house 
has a driveway – consider 
removal of carparking on 
one side of road to find 
room for bicycle lanes. 

•  Refer to Cycling and 
Walking Plan for 
Staggered Parking 
Concept  

 

High 

 

 

• Bike logos at junctions only 
• BikeDirect signs (redundant) 

still exist 

• Redesign required that 
provides bike lanes along 
whole length 

• Remove BikeDirect 
signage 

High 

Various locations 

 

• Debris from trees • Identify cycling routes 
with trees that drop 
debris and increase 
maintenance 
schedule. 

High 
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• Regulatory sign location 
inconsistent and not always 
to Standard. 

• Eg, Bike Lane sign installed 
for short section approach 
to Fullarton rd , with bike 
lane end sign 40m further 
on. 

• Review signage as part of 
whole of street re-design 
for cycle lanes 

High 

 

 

• Space for cyclists removed 
totally at intersections with 
collector and arterial roads 

• Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle 
lanes 

High 

Wattle St, Fullarton Rd 
intersection 

 

• Note bicycle buttons exist – 
no deficiency just noted 

• Review road section as 
part of whole of street re-
design for cycle lanes 

 

Wattle St, between Fullarton 
Rd and Duthy St 

 

• logos mid-block  
 

• Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle 
lanes 
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• Bike lane sign on approach 
to Fullarton rd 

• no bike lane end signs 

• Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle 
lanes 

 

 

 

• Squeeze points at some 
trees 

• Review as part of 
whole of street re-
design for cycle lanes 

 

 

 

• Logo quality varies • Review as part of 
whole of street re-
design for cycle lanes 
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• Protuberances at junctions 
vary. 

Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle lanes 

 

 

 

• Squeeze point at Duthy St Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle lanes 

 

Wattle St, between Duthy St 
and Unley Rd 

 

• Roundabouts. 
 

• Modify roundabouts to 
radial design 

Medium 
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• Speed plateaus (Cambridge 
to Unley) across full width 
between protuberances. 
Noted only. 

  

 

 

• Bike buttons at Unley rd 
signals – noted only 
 

  

Park Tce, Unley Rd to King 
William 

 

• Cyclist squeeze points 
where auxillary turn lanes 
created 

Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle lanes 

 

 

 

• Drive Way's into busy rear 
car parks - crossing cyclist 
path 

During design review consider 
green coloured bicycle lanes 
at these conflict areas 
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• High car parking demand Review as part of whole of 
street re-design for cycle lanes 
– some on-street parking may 
be required for removal  

 

 

 

• No lanes or bike buttons at 
KW rd signals. 

Install bicycle buttons is Medium 
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Route: Marino Rocks Greenway 

 

The Marino Rocks Greenway has recently been completed by DPTI.  The route runs along the Seaford rail line from the corner of Cross Road 
and South Road to the corner of Anzac Highway and Greenhill Road (within the City of Unley). Further afield it extends to the Coast and Vines 
Trail at Marino Rocks (via a shared path on the Cross Road eastern footpath that links to a cyclist/pedestrian underpass of Cross Road (under 
the vehicle overpass)), to the CBD via the Anzac Highway underpass and the West Terrace Shared Path.  The route follows low-traffic streets 
and/or shared paths.   It is an enjoyable cycling route and provides direct access to Stations and the Keswick Route (previously constructed by 
Council). 
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The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 

Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 
Near Emerson Train Station 

 

• Typical wayfinding signage 
(noted only) 

  

South Road 

 

• Shared path on South Road 
footpath. Showing 
appropriate approach line 
marking and signage to a 
stobie pole hazard (noted 
only) 

  

Access to/from Emerson Rd 

 

• Bollard – no approach 
linmarking from either 
direction 

• Bollard is a potential hazard 

• Install approach 
linemaring - DPTI have 
been alerted and are 
reviewing all bollards 
along route.  Liaise with 
DPTI on progress. 

(Applies along entire length of 
Greenway) 

High 
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Shared path – between 
Emerson Road and Gordon 
Rd. 

 

• Light obscured by trees • Cut back foliage to expose 
light.  

• Increase maintanence 
schedule as required 

• Applies to entire length of 
shared path 

High 

Shared path at access to/from  
Cowper Rd 

 

• Approach line-marking to 
bollard not to Standard. 

• Bollard is a potential 
hazard. 

• Install approach 
linemaring - DPTI have 
been alerted and are 
reviewing all bollards 
along route.  Liaise with 
DPTI on progress. 

• Applies along entire length 
of Greenway 

High 

Solid fence alongside shared 
path 

 

• Example photo of solid 
fences that restrict passive 
surveillance along shared 
path 
 

• Encourage visually 
permeable fencing where 
possible along shared 
paths 

ongoing 
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Fence alongside Princess 
Margaret Playground 

 

Example of visually permeable 
fencing (noted only) 

• See above  

Access to path to/from 
Canterbury Tce 

 

• No approach linemarking at 
bollard  

 

• Install approach 
linemarking (liaise with 
DPTI) 

High 

Access from Canterbury Tce 
to Shared Path 

 

• Cyclists cross pavement 
bars – potential hazard 

• Review design of 
pavement bar island and 
remove pavement bar at 
cyclist crossing location 

high 
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Access to/from Addison 
Road/Canterbury Tce 

 

• Bollard line-marking not to 
Standard 
 

Install approach linemarking - 
DPTI have been alerted and 
are reviewing all bollards 
along route.  Liaise with DPTI 
on progress. 
• Applies along entire length 

of Greenway 
 

High 

Exit from path to Addison 
Road/Canterbury Tce 

 

• Line of trees restrict sight 
distance to oncoming 
vehicles  

• Reduce traffic speed  medium 

Path – between Addison Road 
and Fairmont Avenue 

 

• Redundant BikeDirect sign • Remove all BikeDirect 
signage 

Medium 
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Near East Ave  

 

• City direction on bottom 
does not have a straight-
ahead arrow (has been 
drawn in by a cyclist – and 
distance also changed from 
5.2 to 4.5km). 

• Straight ahead arrows do 
not appear consistently. 
Although done on purpose, 
it appears that is does not 
make for clear wayfinding 

• Alert DPTI to lack of clear 
wayfinding on signage 

• Consider adding arrows to 
signage 

medium 

Greenway / East Terrace 
intersection 

 

• Cyclist crossing at East 
Terrace (noted only) 

  

Cromer Pde / Chelmsford Ave 

 

• Poor sight distance around 
bend in road.  

• Install pavement bars to 
track cars around bend 
instead of corner cutting 

High 
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Victoria Street crossing 

 

• Noted only.  Cyclists are 
able to cross Victoria Street 
when train signals are 
flashing and vehicles held at 
stop line 

  

Lyons Parade 

 

• Sharrows exist – noted only   

 

 

• Wayfinding signage – noted 
only 
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Entry from Nairne Tce 

 

• No approach line-marking 
to/from bollards  

Install approach linemarking - 
DPTI have been alerted and 
are reviewing all bollards 
along route.  Liaise with DPTI 
on progress. 
• Applies along entire length 

of Greenway 
 

 

Richards Terrace  / Leader St / 
path intersection 

 

• Role of Richards Terrace not 
defined, but provides access 
for nearby residents 

• Clarify if Richards Tce part 
of route or should cyclists 
use Nairne Terrace ?   

• Consider bicycle logos on 
Richards Terrace 
 

Medium 

Greenhill Road Underpass 

 

• Noted only. Connects to 
West Terrace Shared Path 
(ACC) under Greenhill 
Rd/Anzac Hwy 
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Route: Mike Turtur Bikeway

 

The Mike Turtur Bikeway is the busiest bikeway in Adelaide, with the Super Tuesday survey counting 660 cyclists between 7-9am at the 
Greenhill Road / King William Road crossing point.  Although this is an excellent low-traffic and shared path route, there are some deficiencies 
such as missing links and poor pavement surface in some areas.  The critical missing link is at the crossing of the Seaford Rail Line (also the 
Marino Rocks Greenway), where cyclists are required to travel anti-directionally to Victoria Street or dismount and walk through the aged, 
narrow rail underpass.  This deficiency is currently being addressed by DPTI as part of the Rail Revitalisation Project and options are being 
evaluated to provide an overpass for cyclists.  There are several deficiencies at the access to and from the bikeway near Greenhill Road which 
are also addressed below. 
The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 
Shared path termination 
120m south of Greenhill Road 

 
 
 

1. Northbound: Shared Path 
ends where bike lanes start. 
Cyclists are forced out to a 
narrow cycle lane between 
through lane and left-turn 
lane (eg vehicles cross bike  
lane to access left turn lane) 

2. Southbound: Bicycle lane 
squeezed between parked 
cars and 2 x lanes of moving 
traffic 

1. Extend Shared Path to 
Greenhill Rd and liaise 
wth DPTI regarding 
cyclist crossing to shared 
path on north side of 
Greenhill Rd. This will 
also allow southbound 
cyclists to access SP at 
Greenhill Rd signals 
instead of riding along 
KW Rd to median refuge 
& crossing to SP 

2. Review need for parking 
along this section of KW 
Rd –  remove parking 
and repace with 
buffered bicycle lane 

High 

 

 

• Kerbside cyclist refuge to 
wait for cars to pass before 
entering median refuge.  
Linemarking faded. 

• Review design for 
possible improvement 
and re-mark kerbside 
refuge  

High 
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Access to shared path from 
Young Street  

 

• Narrow, overgrown, dim-lit 
access to shared path from 
Young Street. Restricted 
sight distance due to 
boundary fences. ‘Watch 
for Pedestrians’ sign aims to 
alert cyclists of potential 
conflict. Bike route sign 
installed too high to be 
clearly visible. 

• Assess for upgraded 
lighting without spill to 
adjacent dwellings and 
regularly trim foliage to 
keep lighting clear. Re-
install bike route sign at 
lower height. Install 
additional Watch for 
Pedestrians sign close to 
junction with shared 
path.  

Medium 

Near Wayville Tram Stop  

 

• Poor pavement surface 
caused by tree roots and 
wear & tear 

• Review length of shared 
path north of Musgrave 
Street and 
replace/repair pavers 
where required to 
provide smooth riding 
surface 

High 

Bendall Ave access to/from 
shared path 

 
 

• Steep, narrow ramp with 
poor quality hand rail and 
uneven surface 

• Post at bottom of ramp 
poorly located and a 
potential hazard – and may 
not be visible in low light 
conditions 
 

• Upgrade path with new 
handrail, signage and 
resurface 

• Attach reflective tape to 
post in the short-term 
until upgrade completed 

Medium 
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North of Musgrave St 

 

• Narrow path, overgrown in 
places and debris on path 

• Poor pavement surface 
caused by tree roots and 
wear & tear 
 

• Regularly maintain to 
remove debris and 
overgrown foliage - as 
path is narrow, this is 
critical 

•  Review length of shared 
path north of Musgrave 
Street and 
replace/repair pavers 
where required to 
provide smooth riding 
surface 

High 

West of Goodwood Rd 
intersection 

 

• Worn pavement marking 
and sharrows 

• Re-mark sharrows on a 
regular basis 

Ongoing 
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Railway Tce, just west of 
Goodwood Road 

 

• Deep pothole in road where 
cyclists position themselves 
– visibility is exacerbated 
due to shadows  

• Repair Pothole High 

Near Goodwood Station 

 

• DPTI signage points to 2 x 
different routes to City but 
does not clarify which part 
of the city – therefore 
cyclists do not know which 
route to take for their 
destination  

• Discuss the need for 
more information on 
these signs to assist 
wayfinding 

Low 

Goodwood Station Underpass 

 

• Underpass is poorly 
designed with restricted 
sight distance, and lack of 
passive surveillance 

• Cyclists are required to 
dismount 

• Continue to liaise with 
DPTI regarding the Rail 
Revitalisation Project 
and cyclist overpass 

High 
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Norman Tce / Forestville 
Reserve 

 

• Wayfinding signage poor – 
do not know to ride through 
car park 

• Redundant bike direct sign 
directs cyclists onto road 

• Poor sight distance around 
bend 

• Review of entire area 
around Goodwood 
Station – currently 
underway by DPTI as 
part of the rail 
revitalisation project. 

• Continue to liaise with 
DPTI regarding progress 

High 

Norman Street, between Leah 
St and Ethel St 

 

• No shared path in this 
location, cyclists use 
Norman St.  High parking 
demand reduces road width 
and space for cyclists (2-
way road) 

• Review Norman Street 
with view to 
streetscaping (remove 
parking and incorporate 
Shared Space or Shared 
Zone as per LATM) 

High 

Leah St  

 

• Queuing cars at train line 
block cyclists path across 
Leah Street  

• Review this crossing and 
determine the need for a 
Pedestrian Actuated 
Crossing 

High 
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Shared path, near Second 
Avenue 

 

• Overhanging foliage within 
cyclist envelope 

• Review maintenance 
program 

high 

South Road Intersection 

 

• Cyclist overpass is provided 
alongside tram line to cross 
South Road. This is an 
excellent facility as 
pedestrian fencing along 
South Road prohibits at-
grade crossing. However, 
there is a lack of signage to 
make cyclists and 
pedestrians aware of this 
facility 
 

• Install signage to assist 
wayfinding to the 
overpass 

High 
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Route: Young Street 

  

The Young Street route connects the Mike Turtur Path to Goodwood Road. It is an important link to the Adelaide Showgrounds which is a 
significant cyclist generator. There are no bicycle lanes, pavement logos or cycling signage along this route. There is a Pedestrian Actuated 
Crossing (PAC) to assist crossing of Goodwood Road located 20 metres to the north of Young Street.   Traffic speed (85th percentile) was 
recorded at around 50km/h even though the speed limit is 40km/h and traffic calming (roundabouts and road hump) exist.  Note that 
roundabouts are at around 300m intervals, and there is a single road humps just east of Clark St.  Traffic volumes are relatively low at less than 
1000 vehicles per day. 

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 

Goodwood Road, Young 
Street to PAC  

 

• Access from Young Street to 
PAC (located 20m north of 
Young Street) is against 
traffic flow  

• Convert eastern 
footpath to a Shared 
Path connection from 
Young St to PAC.  

• Provide median refuge in 
Young Street to assist 
with crossing to this SP 

 

High 

• Goodwood Road opposite 
Young Street – west side 
(to Leader St) 

 

• Footpath on Western side 
of Goodwood Road 
between Young Street and 
Leader St 

• Shared path link can be 
extended from PAC 
along western footpath 
of Goodwood Road to 
link Leader Street traffic 
signals 

High  

Joslin Street junction 

 

• Roundabout exists.  New 
median refuge has been 
installed at Greenhill Road / 
Joslin Street – good 
connection to Park Lands. 
Cyclists ride between 
parked cars (potential 
dooring conflict) and 
moving traffic 

•  Joslin Street is 
earmarked for new 
streetscape design – 
support this and ensure 
that cyclist space and 
traffic calming is 
incorporated  

Medium 
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Between Clark St and Bartley 
Tce 

 

• Single road hump exists 
30m west of bend in road at 
tram line 

 

• Consider installing a 
series of road humps to 
reduce traffic speed 
along rest of Young St 

Medium 

Access to Mike Turtur 
Bikeway 

 

• Bikeway is on east side of 
tram line and cyclists are 
required to dismount to 
cross. 

• Access ramp off of Young 
St/ Bartley junction is in 
poor condition and narrow.  
It has a central holding rail  
which could be a potential 
hazard 

• Upgrade access and 
remove holding rail or 
replace rail on one side 
of the ramp 

Medium 
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Route: Leader Street  

  

Leader Street is a key east west Collector route (50km/h) and bus route between Anzac Highway and Goodwood Road, linking to the Adelaide 
Showgrounds, Marino Rocks Trail and, over Goodwood Road to Young Street.  Concept plans have recently been prepared for bicycle lanes 
between Anzac Highway and the Marino Rocks Greenway, where no lanes currently exist.  This site inspection comprises the section where 
existing bicycle lanes run between the Marino Rocks Greenway and Goodwood Road. This section of road carries around 9,000 vehicles per 
day and the 85th percentile speed was recorded at 49km/h.  This environment requires that cyclists be separated from traffic.  There are 1.4m 
wide Exclusive Bicycle Lanes (EBL’s) on the north side and 3.7m wide Bicycle Car Parking Lanes (BCPL’s) on the south side, with one lane of 
traffic in each direction (3.5m each).  There is sufficient road width to provide better separation for cyclists by reducing traffic lane widths and 
providing a buffer zone between vehicles and bicycles.  This road dieting may also have a minor traffic calming effect.   

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 

Leader St /  Seaford Rail Line 
(westbound) 

 

• Parallel bicycle lanes across 
rail crossing line-marking is 
confusing (note: left lane 
includes left turn arrow into 
Nairne Terrace) 

• Re-design this section of 
bicycle lane. Consider 1 x 
wide bicycle lane with 
buffer between moving 
vehicles 

High 

Leader St - general 

 

• Bicycle Car Parking Lanes 
minimum width – cyclists 
squeezed between parked 
cars and traffic 

• Reallocate lane space to 
reduce traffic lane width 
and provide buffer to 
cyclists 

High 

 

 

• Bicycle lanes terminate 50 
before Goodwood Road  

• Redesign to extend bike 
lanes's to Goodwood rd. 

High 
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Route: East Ave 

  

East Avenue is a north-south Collector Route and bus route between Cross Road and the tram line at Leah Street. The Marino Rocks Greenway 
run across East Avenue at its mid-point.  Bicycle Car Parking Lanes exist south of the Greenway, but north of the Greenway there is insufficient 
road width for bicycle lanes as well as car parking.  This site inspection reviews the existing bicycle lanes between Cross Road and the 
Greenway.  This section carries 12,000 vehicles per day and therefore, cyclist separation is critical.  

The site inspection photographs, comments and recommendations are listed below. 
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Location Photo Deficiency  Action Ranking 

 

 

• Busy road with heavy 
vehicles – not a pleasant 
cycling route 

• Bicycle lanes are narrow  

Noted only  

Just north of Cross Road 

 

• Bicycle lanes are narrow  
 

• Review design to 
reallocate traffic lane 
widths to provide buffer 
zone separation to 
cyclists 

High 

Just north of Cross Road 

 

• 2 x signs mounted on one 
post and top sign overlaps 
Bicycle Lane sign 

• Relocated 
Neighbourhood Watch 
sign to another post 

High 

North of Cross Road 

 

• Direction sign mounted too 
high to read by cyclist 

• Reposition sign High 
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Sporadic locations 

 

• Debris in bicycle path 
reduces its width  
 

• Increase maintenance of 
bicycle routes 

High 

 

 

• Damaged sign. End sign 
bent and Bicycle Lane sign 
facing wrong direction 

• Repair sign High 

Just north of Cross Road (east 
side) 

 

• Construction vehicle parked 
in bike lane. 

• Increase policing of 
illegal parking 

High 
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Between Cross Road and 
Langdon Ave 

 

• Vehicles parked in bike lane  • Increase policing of 
illegal parking 

High 

Several Junctions 

 

• Green coloured bicycle lane 
recently installed (noted 
only) 

• This action is supported Ongoing 

Mills St intersection 

 

• Bicycle lane terminates 
suddenly prior to Mills St on 
east side 

• Potentially hazard crossing 
from Mills St   

• Redesign to extend 
bicycle lane to 
Greenway.  

• Consider removal of car 
parking in front of shops  

• Install median crossing 
at Mills St 

High 
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South of rail line 

 

• Bicycle Lane End sign exists 
but lane continues for 
additional 80 metres 

• Relocate sign Low 

East Terrace / Greenway  • Poor wayfinding for 
northbound cyclists 

• Install signage to 
encourage cyclists to use 
Marino Rocks Greenway 
instead of continuing 
north along East Terrace 
where there are no 
bicycle lanes 

High 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 

UBUG initiatives for improvements to infrastructure  
(This is a list of requests identified by UBUG as needing attention across the City of Unley. UBUG designated the 
priorities for the purposes of this initiatives list. Some topics on this list require on-going investigation)  
 
Initiative (as indicated by UBUG) Status (as indicated 

by Council Admin) 
 
Mike Turtur Bikeway  
 
The Mike Turtur Bikeway (MTB) is one of the major cycling routes through 
Unley. There are several issues that need to be addressed as a priority. 

 
• The section between King William Rd & Goodwood Rd is very 

bumpy and the bumps are often not only severe, but 
unexpected. There is a need for an urgent maintenance 
program to rectify dangerous spots. (priority – HIGH) 

• Several patches of loose pavers in stretch between Greenhill St 
& Young St need to be fixed (priority – HIGH) 

• Install convex mirrors at several blind spots on the bike path 
along the tramline between King William Rd & Goodwood Rd.. 
The main contender is where the bike path 'touches' Almond 
St. Second place is a toss-up between Young St, and Rogers 
St – both near miss spots (priority – medium) 

 
• Remove “Cyclists Dismount” signs along Rogers St on Mike 

Turtur Bikeway.  It is not clear why they are there. DONE! 
 

• Install a sign where the pathway joins Musgrave St (heading 
west). The sign should indicate the presence of a black spot 
and for bike riders to slow down. A black spot sign should also 
be installed on Musgrave St heading north (priority – HIGH) 

 
 
 
• Bike repair station - all tools missing. A regular replacement 

program is required or a more secure replacement found 
(priority – low) 
 

• consideration be given to installing bollards at the spot 
immediately after the tramline on Norman Terrace near Stop 4 
(across the tramline from Cherry Darlings) either on the south 
western aspect of the intersection or along Norman Tce 
between Charles and Ethel streets.(priority  medium) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Done 
 
This has been 
addressed with 
“please slow” 
signage and 
yellow hazard line 
painting  
 
Under 
investigation 
 
 
Under 
investigation 

 
Charles Walk/ Culvert St  

 
• The priority should be changed on crossings along Charles 

Walk and Culvert St to favour cyclists and pedestrians rather 
than the driveway users. (priority – HIGH) and the priority 
should be changed on the pathway behind Ultra Tune on Unley 
Road to favour cyclists and pedestrians. (priority – HIGH) 

 
• Remove 'end of path' sign at intersection Marino Rocks 

bikeway/Leader St/Richards Tce. (priority – HIGH) 

 
 
 
For FY 16/17 and 
in conjunction 
with the Walking 
and Cycling Plan  
 
 
Work Order 
actioned 
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Goodwood Station 
 

• The MTB route around Goodwood station is unclear. The 
bypass around the underpass needs to be properly formed. 
General signage needs improving and the following specific 
improvements are needed (priority – HIGH) 

 
Westbound route  
1) direction signage identifying train underpass 
 2) identify an alternative route along Richardson Tce, 
across train line 
 at Leader and return along Marino Rocks Greenway  
3) better signage through the park on west side of 
Goodwood station. 
 
Eastbound route  
1) a sign at the end of Norman Tc pointing into the park. 
 2) a sign to indicate cyclists should turn right under the 
tram line  

 
• Goodwood Tram station – east of Goodwood Rd - requires 

contra-flow signage or sharrows as cyclists must move onto 
wrong side of the road to get up onto the shared path to cross 
Goodwood Rd (priority – medium) 

 
• Install sign to indicate you have to turn right off Railway Tce 

(exactly where the cyclist in black is positioned – below) and go 
under the tramline to continue on the Mike Turtur bikeway. 
(priority – HIGH) 

 
• Seal the bypass near Goodwood Station (dirt path on right, 

below). Also install sign for Mike Turtur Bikeway pointing into 
underpass underneath 'cyclists dismount' sign (priority – 
HIGH). 

 

 
Under 
investigation 
 

 
Rugby/Porter: 
 

Rugby/Porter bike route is also a heavily used route. A number of 
improvements should be made to it. 

 
• Place stop signs on Young St and make Porter St the priority 

route (priority – HIGH) and change priority at Marlborough and 
Oxford to give Rugby St right of way (priority – HIGH) 

 
 
• The crossing at Greenhill Rd, which can take a significant 

amount of time to cross, needs to be improved. Ideally there 
should be cyclist/ pedestrian activated lights (priority – 
medium) 

 
• Install more signs warning car drivers of cyclists at Edmund 

roundabout (near miss spot) (priority – medium) 

 
 
 
 
 
Under Council 
consideration in 
conjunction with 
the Walking and 
Cycling Plan 
 
Investigation /  
Consultation with 
DPTI required 
 
 
To be considered 
at a later date 
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• Remove 'end of bike lane' signs at Oxford, Marion & Greenhill.  

Prune trees that cover up the new Rugby/Porter signs – 
predominantly southern end (priority – medium) and remove 
blue bike sign between Eton & Wattle (west side) – it's covering 
up a newer Rugby/Porter sign (priority – medium) 

 
• The new bike crossings across some dead ends are excellent. 

They should also be installed at Fisher, Wattle. (Note, Wattle 
has particularly poor visibility and lots of car traffic). (priority – 
medium) 

 
• The bicycle symbol on the road surface should be in the middle 

of the road, together with arrows (as along the Adelaide Hallett 
Cove bikeway) (priority – medium) 

 
• End of route sign on Rugby St at Edmund should be replaced 

with a warning sign on Edmund (priority – medium) 
 

 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 
 
 
 
To be considered 
at a later date 
 
 
 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 
 
Under 
investigation 

 
Glen Osmond Creek bike route: 
 

• Improve crossing at George Street to allow children to get to 
Parkside schools from Unley and Parkside. For example, 
initiate design for a Wombat crossing (priority – HIGH) 

 
•  Put in a ramp at Burnham Ave and Palmer St (priority – low) 

 

 
 
 
To be considered 
at a later date 
 
Under 
investigation 

 
Signage - general 

 
• Install consistent, high visibility, way-finding signage for all of 

the UCC acknowledged routes - using a new design theme if 
possible with signs of sufficient size and prominence to be 
easily seen.  A program to implement may take 2 or 3 years but 
a start can be made at key points of directional change and 
high activity. For example, Leader St -- install signage showing 
connections with other bike ways and where to go. (priority – 
medium) 

 

 
 
 
Under Council 
consideration in 
conjunction with 
the Walking and 
Cycling Plan 
 

 
Marino Rocks bikeway: 

 
• Richards Tce (north bound) - ‘One Way’ street sign requires a 

‘bicycles excepted’ sign underneath it to alert all road users that 
the street allows for contra-flow bikes (priority – medium). 

 

 
 
 
Work Order 
actioned 

 
Young Street 

• Put in ramps at George St dead end  (priority – medium) 

 
To be considered 
at a later date 

 
Wattle St: 

• Install sign at Cambridge Tce roundabout to warn car drivers of 
cyclists (accident spot) (priority – HIGH) 

 
 
To be considered 
at a later date 
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• Bicycle painting on road should be in the middle of the road, 

together with arrows as along the Adelaide Hallett Cove bike 
way (priority – low)  
 

• In some sections there are trees which are in the bike lane, not 
on the footpath. At these spots riders are forced to ride outside 
the lane marking. Remove trees and replant on footpath when 
opportunity arises (eg when tree dies) (priority – low) 

 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 
 
Noted. To be 
considered at a 
later date 

 
East Ave: 

• Fix pot holes (priority – HIGH). 
 

 
• Install signs at roundabouts to warn car drivers of cyclists 

(and preferably to give way to cyclists)  (priority – medium) 
 

 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 
 
To be considered 
at a later date 

 
Unley Community Centre, Arthur St 
 

• Install two bike racks that are easily accessible. The only 
current bike rack is so well hidden that someone had to point it 
out. It's also relatively inaccessible, requiring squeezing past a 
number of large pot plants on a narrow walkway (priority – 
low) 

 

 
 
 
Under 
investigation 

 
Duthy St 
 

• Winchester St bike & pedestrian crossing - paint a new stop 
line south of the pedestrian crossing to include the bike 
crossing. The bike crossing is slightly south of the pedestrian 
crossing. The pedestrian crossing lights can be activated by a 
button on the east side of Winchester. Cars travelling north 
regularly queue across the intersection, thus preventing cyclists 
from actually using the bike crossing (priority – low). 
 

• Repair pothole in West Terrace, Highgate on western side 
(closest to Duthy Street) (priority – HIGH) 

 

 
 
 
Noted. To be 
considered at a 
later date 
 
 
 
 
 
Actioned to be 
completed by end 
of June 

 
Wood St 

• There are 6 “slow points” on Wood St.  Car drivers squeeze 
cyclists going through these slow points and often to not give 
way when required.  White lines should be painted showing the 
bike trajectory and signs erected to indicate give way to 
cyclists.  General signage needs improvement (priority – low) 

 

 
 
Noted. To be 
considered at a 
later date 
 

Roundabouts - general 
 

• Install signs on roundabouts warning drivers to give way to 
cyclists approaching roundabout. Could trial on 2 or 3 locations 
in first instance (priority – medium) 

 
 
Noted. To be 
considered at a 
later date 

 



Area or Issue Action Specific Location
Priority actions identified through UBUG members and Council's audit of designated bike 
routes (as per Council endorsed motion). Please note the following actions include items that 
have synergies between the UBUG list and Audit report. Council's UBUG Liasion Officer 
provided this inforamtion at a previous UBUG meeting.

Please note there are some actions which will requrie further investigations and design work.

Types of Work Action Location
Completion 
Schedule

·  GOC End of June 
2016

·  Leicester St hotel car-park
·  Crossing point at George St of GOC
·  Charles Walk & Culvert St
·   Leader St
·  Rugby / Porter route
·  Rugby St at Edmund
·  GOC
·  Through Council Depot
·  Weller St
·  Eton and Wattle St’s
·  On MRG at Addison Rd and Fairmont Ave
·  Rugby / Porter
·  Wattle St
·  GOC
·  Duthy / George bend
·  On MTB west of Goodwood Rd intersection

·      Introduce green paint in the bike lanes where driveways intersect especially on high traffic roads ·  Rear car-park access to commercial sites, priority to busy 
locations

·      Improve signage around the Goodwood Station ·  Goodwood Station
·  Charles Walk & Culvert St
·  Rugby / Porter
·  Through Council Depot
·  To MRG at Emerson Rd
·  On MRG at Cowper
·  On MRG at Canterbury and Canterbury/Addison
·  On MRG at Nairne Tce

·      Improve lighting ·  Charles Walk & Culvert St
·      “Black Spot” signage ·  Musgrave St on MTB

·  East Ave

·  Duthy St (west side of West Tce) End of June 
2016

·  On MTB, Railway Tce west of Goodwood Rd
·  King William Rd & Goodwood Rd section of MTB
·  Greenhill St and Young St section of MTB
·  Near Wayville tram stop on MTB
·  GOC
·  Weller St
·  Duthy / George bend

Signage and marking

·      Replace large Give Way road signs with smaller Give Way path signs    

·      Remove instances where “end of path” signs occur and blue bike route signs

·      Install and relocate painted bicycle symbols as appropriate

·      Provide safety edge lines and reflective strips to sharp bends, walls and bollards

Maintenance

·      Fix pot holes

·      Upgrade pavement surfaces where repairs needed



·  GOC
·  George / Maud st
·  Rugby / Porter
·  GOC
·  MRG between Emerson and Gordon
·  On MTB north of Musgrave St
·  On MTB near Second Ave
·  East Ave

·  Charles Walk & Culvert St crossing point

FY 16/17 - 
following 
endorsement 
of Walking and 
Cycling Plan. 
Inform 
Community of 
intended 
improvements 
in line with 
budget 
priorities.

·  Rear of Ultra Tune on Unley Rd
·  Crossing to meals on Wheels on GOC

MRG= Marino Rocks Greenway
GOC= Glen Osmond Creek shared path
MTB= Mike Turtur Bikeway

Actions for next FY 
  Widen Bike paths when next doing line-marking
  Roundabout improvements
  Improve end of path locations where bike ways meet roads. Make bike paths safer, wider and more comfortable
 Install Way Finding Signage as per Walking and Cycling Plan

Priority change ·      Priority change to crossovers that intersect the bike path (requires re-design)

·      Repair edges of paths 

·      Trim overgrown foliage and increase cleaning of debris from the paths



(This is page 9 of the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee Agenda for 12 April 2016) 

INFORMATION REPORT 
 
REPORT TITLE: UNLEY WALKING AND CYCLING PLAN 
ITEM NUMBER: 21 
DATE OF MEETING: 12 APRIL 2016 
AUTHOR: KELLEY JAENSCH 
JOB TITLE: EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
In December 2015, a draft Walking and Cycling Plan 2016-2021 was presented to 
the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee, seeking endorsement to proceed to 
community engagement. The following was endorsed: 
 
MOVED: Councillor Schnell 
SECONDED: Councillor Hughes 
 
The Committee recommends to Council that: 
 
1. The report be received. 
2. The Draft City of Unley Walking and Cycling Plan (WCP) 2015-2020 as 

amended be supported for community engagement. 
3.  A report outlining the outcomes of the community engagement be provided to 

Council in early 2016. 
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
The draft Plan is now out for consultation with the community. This will involve 
several forms of engagement, including: 
 

• Your Say Unley website 
• Posters/feedback forms at community centres and libraries 
• Posters at popular walking and cycling locations around the City of Unley (ie 

signalised intersections, cyclist crossing points) 
• Targeted engagement with cyclist community groups  

 
As per the Council endorsement, a report outlining the community engagement 
outcomes and an updated draft Walking and Cycling Plan will be presented to 
Council for endorsement at the May Council Meeting. 
 
  



(This is page 10 of the Infrastructure and Sustainability Committee Agenda for 12 April 2016) 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
MOVED:     
SECONDED: 
 
The Committee recommends to Council that: 
 
1. The report be received. 
 
 







mailto:gayle@infraplan.com.au
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Form of development  
Employee/resident  
(bicycle parking spaces)  

Visitor/shopper  
(bicycle parking 
spaces)  

Residential component of 
multi-storey 
building/residential flat 
building  
 

1 for every 4 dwellings  1 for every 10 
dwellings  

Office  1 for every 200 square 
metres of gross leasable 
floor area  

2 plus 1 per 1000 
square metres of gross 
leasable floor area  
 

Shop  1 for every 300 square 
metres of gross leasable 
floor area  

1 for every 600 square 
metres of gross 
leasable floor area  
 

Tourist accommodation  1 for every 20 employees  2 for the first 40 rooms 
plus 1 for every 
additional 40 rooms  

 

 

o 

o 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

o 

o 

 

o 

o 

o 

 

 

 

http://maps.sa.gov.au/cycleinstead/
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/using-roads/bicycles/cyclewayfinder/index.html
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/using-roads/bicycles/cyclewayfinder/index.html
http://www.cyclestreets.net/
http://www.bikeblackspot.org/
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INFORMATION REPORT 
 
REPORT TITLE: OPEN SPACE MAINTENANCE PROGRESS 
ITEM NUMBER: 22 
DATE OF MEETING: 12 APRIL 2016 
AUTHOR: JOHN DEVINE 
JOB TITLE: GENERAL MANAGER, ASSETS & 

ENVIRONMENT 
 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Over the last 2 years the Open Space Maintenance teams have been 
undergoing a progressive change process. These changes have included how 
they are structured, the equipment used, work methods and the development of 
better defined maintenance programs.  

 
As a result of this change program the community is noticing a sustained 
improvement in the quality of the City’s open spaces, and there has been a 
marked increase in the overall efficiency of the crews. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Committee recommends to Council that: 
 
1. The report be received. 
 
2. The improvements made by the Open Space teams resulting in an 

improvement in the overall condition of the City’s open space areas and 
the efficiency of the teams be noted. 

 
 



(This is page 12 of the Infrastructure and Sustainability committee agenda for 12 April 2016) 

1. RELEVANT CORE STRATEGIES/POLICIES 
 

4.3 Functional open green space throughout the City of Unley. 
 

2. DISCUSSION 
 

The positive feedback received from our residents indicates that there is 
a growing consensus amongst them that the City’s open spaces are 
certainly looking good and being maintained at very good level of service 
to the user. This is not accidental but the result of a planned changed 
program over the last two years. During this time, there have been 
significant changes to the way our Open Space crews undertake their 
maintenance. These changes have included how they are structured, the 
maintenance programs used, some work practices have changed and 
equipment used. 
 
Maintenance is now undertaken in an improved cyclic programmed 
approach with service specifications being developed for each park, 
reserve and oval. This work is completed by dedicated crews, with each 
crew working to a Work Order specifying the work to be completed, or 
service specification to be met. 
 
Each park is being assessed to identify an operational plan of how it can 
be improved to deliver a better result for our community. This 
assessment covers aspects such as tree risk, irrigation design and 
access to recycled water, plant species and garden bed layouts and 
content. 
 
Weekly work plans were introduced a couple of  years ago and these 
have been progressively improved and tightened to better define the 
work required, allocated time to complete the  work, and resources 
required. Today checklists of the service specification have been 
provided to each crew to ensure all aspects of service delivery are 
completed and the park is fit for use 
 
The introduction of mobile tablets into the crews at the end of January 
2016 has added further improvements to the teams by linking the work to 
be undertaken to the asset directly; providing better control of the work to 
be completed and its status; and supplying the crews improved 
information in the field, particularly photographs of issues to be resolved 
and records of work undertaken. This has resulted in improved and more 
responsive customer service. 
 
The crews have also started to apply continuous improvement or “lean” 
techniques and tools to systematically examine their work methods on 
how they can become more effective and efficient. This has included 
examining equipment and tools used, and starting to develop standard 
kits for each truck. 
 



(This is page 13 of the Infrastructure and Sustainability committee agenda for 12 April 2016) 

Feedback from residents has strongly indicated that the changes have 
been effective and results are being noticed. Many believe that the parks 
have never looked better. Our crews and their leadership deserve credit 
for the vision, planned approach and willingness to support the changes 
that have brought these improvements. 
 
The next stages of improvement for the teams is to continue to better 
define the service outcomes expected for each open space area, and 
continue to examine our work methods and tools used. 
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